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Z New facility completed in 2005, 305,000 ft2
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Z Hosted Solution: bepress DigitalCommons platform
Z Goal: capture, preserve, and provide access to the 
scholarship and research conducted at Utah State University
Z Open Access Policy passed in May 2012
Z We are now in our fifth year of existence (founded 
November 2008)What is in Digital Commons @ USU? What is in Digital Commons @ USU? g@ g@H h D i  G ? H h D i  G ? How have Deposits Grown? How have Deposits Grown?
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Z Demonstrated value to faculty through monthly 
statistics.
Z We make it as easy as possible for faculty.
Z Create shared partnerships with units on campus to 
digitize and deposit reports, publications, etc.
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351,482 people have visited DigitalCommons@USUWh     U ? Wh     U ? Who are our Users? Who are our Users?
71% Education:
67% University community
4% K-12 teachers & 
students
29% Other:
24% General public/Other 24% General public/Other
5% Businesses
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4. Filling a niche need for a specialized text.
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Originally published by 
the Ethiopian Society for 
il di Animal Production 
(ESAP), Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia; NO RECORDS 
in WorldCat. in WorldCat.Providing access to the people who really benefit
“[My] emphasis [is] on the human dimensions of natural resource management—
namely, how can the fates of people be improved when they must cope with the 
dynamic, fragile, and limited resources found in rangeland and small-holder 
farming systems?” farming systems?
A collective-action group on the 
Borana Plateau of southern 
Ethiopia during 2007.
“it is clear that the project has it is clear that the project has 
had positive impacts on the 
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“I’    ot  ite  s e  o e  ill  “I’m am not quite sure anyone will 
ever give you a definitive answer,” said 
Seth Olsen, a civil engineer who 
completed a study of the Canyon Road 
hillside in 2006 as part of his master’s 
degree at Utah State University. degree at Utah State University.
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A Utah State University irrigation engineering 
professor who supervised research along the  pp g
Logan & Northern Canal says he believes the 
waterway was not leaking, contrary to many 
news reports  [He referenced the work of  news reports. [He referenced the work of 
Katherine Molina in her MS thesis.]
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P t  th  U i it ’   h l hi   d  h f t  d  t   Z Puts the University’s scholarship and research front and center, 
enhancing the University’s prestige
Z Provides access to the whole world  particularly to scholars in  Z Provides access to the whole world, particularly to scholars in 
Third World countries without access to subscriptions
Z Enhances impact and increases readership for faculty research   Z Enhances impact and increases readership for faculty research, 
increasing faculty prestige
Z Positions the Library in a central role in managing the IR,  yg g ,
which has become a key element in fulfilling the University’s 
mission